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Abstract—We consider the distributed formation control
problem for a network of agents using visual measurements.
We propose solutions that are based on bearing (and optionally
distance) measurements, and agents with double integrator
dynamics. We assume that a subset of the agents can track,
in addition to their neighbors, a set of static features in the
environment. These features are not considered to be part of
the formation, but they are used to asymptotically control the
velocity of the agents. We analyze the convergence properties
of the proposed protocols analytically and through simulations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Multi-agent systems are at a distinct advantage with
respect to single agent systems in a variety of tasks, such as
surveillance, mapping, and transportation [1], [15], [16], [20],
[24], [30], [36]. In order to realize this advantage, however,
the agents need to be able to control their relative positions.
The simplest solution is to use an open-loop approach that
relies on a global positioning systems or a local reconstruction
of the enviroments [17], [37]. A complementary approach
is the one of formation control, which relies exclusively on
measurements between pairs of agents. While the formation
control problem has been studied in a variety of settings
[1], [3], [4], [11], [12], [19], [23], [38], there has been a
growing interest in the use of relative bearing (direction)
measurements [2], [3], [5], [12], [35], [40], which are the
most natural model with vision-based sensors. In parallel,
there has been interest in considering models for the agents
that can better approximate real systems, beyond the use of
simple first-order integrators [7], [14], [25], [31]. In particular,
part of this work tackles distance-based formation control
for second-order integrators [6], [8], [21], [32], using ideas
related to classical work on flocking [9], [22], [33]. In order
to be implemented, these solutions require that the agents
know their relative velocities (and possibly their relative
positions), despite the fact that the formations are defined
by distance constraints. Fulfilling these conditions, however,
might be impractical or costly in some conditions (e.g., in
aerial vehicles). More generally, none of the works above
combines bearing measurements with higher-order models.
For completeness, we also mention recent work [26], [39]
on the use of integral terms for formation control. In those
papers, however, the agents are still first-order integrator,
while the controller incorporates additional dynamics.
Paper contributions. In this paper we will build upon the
method of [35], which, in addition to bearings, can also
optionally use distance measurements. Our approach is to lift
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the controller by applying our control law to the accelerations
of the agents instead of velocities [13].
The traditional lifting approach, as well as previous work
on formation control for second-order agents, use damping
terms that include the velocities of the agents in the feedback;
in this work, instead, we propose to use the derivatives of
the same measurements that are already used for formation
control. While this approach effectively stabilizes the relative
velocities of the agents when some distance measurements are
available, it creates an interesting problem in the scale of pure
bearing formations, leading to unbounded solutions. To solve
this problem, we add bearing measurements with respect to
a set of static features in the environment. These features are
not part of the formation (there are no goal measurements
associated to them), their location is not estimated or known
(as, for instance, in [18]), and they do not need to be tracked
continously, but they are used to provide the necessary
damping. We empirically show that, however, this damping
effect might not be sufficient if the agents travel far from the
features, hence a uniform distribution of the tracked features
is necessary to maintain bounded solutions.
II. PRELIMINARIES
A. Formations and Measurements
In this subsection, we give a formal definition of a
formation and of the available measurements. We identify
the set of N agents as Va = {1, . . . , N}, and the set of Nf
static features as Vf = {N + 1, . . . , N + Nf}. As short-
hand notation, the combined set of the two is denoted as
Vaf = Va∪Vf . The location of each node i ∈ Vaf is denoted
by xi ∈ Rn. To simplify the discussion, unless otherwise
noted, we assume that the nodes are at distinct locations,
xi 6= xj for all i, j ∈ V . As customary in the literature on
bearing formation control, we assume that all the agents have
aligned rotational frames (i.e., their reference frames have
the same orientation, although not the same origin).
We define the distance between nodes i, j ∈ V as
dij(xi, xj) = ‖xj − xi‖, (1)
and the bearing direction (or simply bearing) as
βij(xi, xj) = d
−1
ij (xj − xi). (2)
A bearing+distance formation is defined as a pair (F ,xa),
where:
• xa = stack({xi}i∈Va), also known as the configuration
of the formation, specifies the position of each agent
i ∈ Va in Rn
• F = (Va, Eb, Ed) is a double graph in which Eb ⊆
Va × Va (resp., Ed ⊂ Eb) contains the pairs (i, j) for
which agent i can measure the bearing βij (resp., the
distance dij). We assume Eb and Ed to be symmetric,
i.e., (i, j) ∈ Eb implies (j, i) ∈ Eb (the same for Ed).
We stress the assumption Ed ⊆ Eb, i.e., that agent i can
measure the distance dij only if it can also measure the
bearing βij (this makes our definition different from the one
of mixed formation, where Ed can be a general subset of
V × V , see, e.g., [5]). When referring to a bearing+distance
formation, we generally assume Ed 6= ∅. For the particular
case Ed = ∅ (i.e., no range measurements) we call F a pure
bearing formation. We use the general term formation when
the distinction is not necessary. Throughout this work, we
assume formations with a fixed topology (i.e., constant F).
Note that Eb and Ed exclusively model edges (that is,
measurements) between agent nodes. We therefore define
Ef ⊂ Va × Vf for the measurement taken from agents to
static features.
We collect the different sets of measurements in vectors as
yb(xa) = stack({βij}(i,j)∈Eb) ∈ Rn|Eb|, (3)
yf (xaf ) = stack({βij}(i,j)∈Ef ) ∈ Rn|Ef |, (4)
yd(xa) = stack({dij}(i,j)∈Ed) ∈ R|Ed|. (5)
Remark 1 (On notation): Our analysis in the remainder of
the paper will involve different combinations of quantities
related to inter-agent bearings (subscript b), distances (sub-
script d) or static feature bearings (subscript f ). As a general
rule, we use combinations of subscripts (e.g., bd) to refer
a (vector or matrix) stack of the corresponding quantities.
As an example, ybd = stack(yb,yd). However, to simplify
the notation, we omit the subscript altogether when all the
available quantities are availble (i.e., instead of ·bdf ).
Remark 2: As suggested by the definition of F , the static
features in Vf are not part of the formation (they do not have
associated desired bearings, and they are not equivalent to
static leader agents). In our controller (described in Section IV-
A), they are used to introduce bearing-based damping terms
to control the overshoot in the closed-loop trajectories.
B. Rigidity of Formations
We now review definitions determining when a formation
can be reconstructed from the available measurements.
Two formations (F ,xa) and (F ,x′a) are said to be
• equivalent if ybd(xa) = ybd(x′a),
• similar if x′a can be obtained from xa using a translation
and dilation, i.e., x′i = αxi + t for all i ∈ Va and x′a =
αxa + 1N ⊗ t,
• congruent if x′a can be obtained from xa using a
translation, i.e., x′i = xi + t for all i ∈ Va and x′a =
xa + 1N ⊗ t,
where t ∈ Rn and α > 0. A bearing+distance (resp., pure
bearing) formation is said to be rigid (resp., parallely rigid,
tight or simply rigid) if all formations which are equivalent to
it are also congruent (resp., similar). Intuitively, a formation
is rigid when the only transformations of its configuration
xa which do not change the measurements ybd, are those
which do not change its “shape”. Note that equivalence,
similarity and congruence are transitive relations, that is if
xa is equivalent to x′a and x
′
a is equivalent to x
′′
a , then xa is
equivalent to x′′a , with similar statements for similarity and
congruence. In practice, one can check whether a formation
is rigid by checking the rank of the so called rigidity matrix
(which is reviewed in the next section).
C. Goal of formation control
A general set of measurements y?bd is said to be feasible
or consistent if there exist xa such that ybd(xa) = y?bd (note
that the static features are not included in the set of goal
measurements). The goal of bearing-based formation control
is to achieve an agent configuration similar (for pure bearing
formations) or congruent (for bearing+distance formations)
to a desired x?a specified by a consistent set of measurements
y?bd. The bearing measurements in y
?
bd are denoted as β
?
ij ,
and the distance measurements as d?ij .
III. CONSIDERATIONS ON THE DERIVATIVE OF THE
MEASUREMENTS AND RIGIDITY
In this section we derive a relation between the velocity
of the agents x˙a, the derivate of the measurements y˙, and
rigidity matrices. Let x˜a(t) be any smooth curve in RnN
representing a trajectory of all the agents such that two agents
are in the same location at the same time, and let y˜bdf =
ybdf
(
x˜a(t)
)
denote the corresponding measurements (with
similar definitions for other subscript combinations). The
derivative of y˜ along the curve is given by
˙˜y =
 Db(x˜a)−1Rb(x˜a)Rd(x˜a)
Df (x˜a)
−1Rf (x˜af )
 ˙˜xa, (6)
where
Db(x) = In ⊗ diag
({dij}(i,j)∈Eb), (7)
[Rb(x)]ij,k;n×n =

In − βijβTij if (i, j) ∈ Eb, k = i,
−(In − βijβTij) if (i, j) ∈ Eb, k = j
0n otherwise,
(8)
[Rd(x)]ij,k;n×n =

βTij if (i, j) ∈ Ed, k = i
−βTij if (i, j) ∈ Ed, k = j
0Tn otherwise,
(9)
and
Df (xaf ) = In ⊗ diag
({dij}(i,j)∈Ef ), (10)
[Rf (xaf )]ij,k;n×n =
{
In − βijβTij if (i, j) ∈ Ef , k = i
0n otherwise,
(11)
where we use the notation [A]ij,k;n×n to indicate the n× n
block of the matrix A in the block row corresponding to
edge (i, j) and in the block column corresponding to agent
k. These results can be obtained using the result of [34], for
instance, together with some simple algebra.
The existence of the derivative (6) is guaranteed by the
assumption that all the locations in x are distinct.
The matrices Db(x) ∈ R|Eb|n×|Eb|n and Df ∈
R|Ef |n×|Ef |n are diagonal matrices containing all the range
information corresponding to the measured bearings (note
that, in general, these quantities are not available to the
agents). For non-degenerate situations (where the locations
{xi}i∈V are all distinct) these matrices are full rank and
invertible. The matrices Rb ∈ Rn|Eb|×Nn, Rd ∈ R|Ef |×Nn
and Rd ∈ Rn|Ed|×Nn have the structure of a generalized
incidence matrix for the corresponding edge sets Eb, Ef and
Ed, where, instead of entries with 1 and -1, we have matrices
computed from the measurements.
The matrix Rb(x) is usually called the normalized bearing-
constrained rigidity matrix (normalized because we exclude
the distance matrix Db), while Rd is called the distance-
constrained rigidity matrix. We call Rf the normalized
feature-constrained rigidity matrix.
Lemma 1: The measurements y♦ remain locally constant,
i.e., ˙˜y♦ = 0, if and only if x˜a ∈ null
(
R♦(x˜a)
)
, where ♦
denotes any combination of subscripts.
Proof: The claim follows from (6), and the fact that the
matrices Db and Df are full rank under our assumptions.
The following result is well known in the literature, but we
restate it in order facilitate the exposition of the theory in the
remainder of the paper. We define the matrix T = In ⊗ 1N
(i.e., N stacked copies of the identity matrix), which is a
matrix spanning common translations of all the nodes (i.e.,
xa + Tv for v ∈ Rn represents a common translation of
xi + v for each node i ∈ Va).
Proposition 1: A formation (F ,xa) is rigid if and only
if:
• For bearing+distance formations, null
(
Rbd(xa)
)
=
span(T ) (and hence rank
(
Rbd(xa)
)
= Nn− n).
• For pure bearing formations, null
(
Rbd(xa)
)
=
span(
[
T xa
]
) (and hence rank
(
Rbd(xa)
)
= Nn −
n− 1).
The proof is a simple extension of previous work (e.g., [40]).
We remark that a result analogous to Proposition 1
does not hold for mixed formations (where only distance
measurements might be available). In this case, equivalent
configurations could be related by reflections and other
discrete transformations, and a local analysis using the rigidity
matrix alone is not sufficient (see [29] for details).
On the other hand, analogous considerations regarding the
bearing measurements of static features give a remarkably
different result.
Proposition 2: The matrix Rf (xaf ) has full rank if each
point tracks at least n+1 static features that are not contained
in an affine subspace of dimension less than n.
Stated differently, the assumption of Proposition 2 requires
that there are at least n+ 1 edges in Ef that are incident to
each agent i ∈ Va, and that the set of vectors {xi−xj}(i,j)∈Ef
span the entire space Rn for any xi ∈ Rn (e.g., in 2-D, each
agent tracks three non-collinear static features).
Proof: By way of contradiction, assume that the
matrix Rf is not full rank, and that there exist a vector
v = stack
({vi}i∈Va) ∈ RNn, v 6= 0 such that Rf (x)v = 0.
Given the structure of Rf defined in (11), this implies that
each components of vi of v must satisfy vi ∼ xi − xj ,
(i, j) ∈ Ef , where ∼ denotes equality up to a scale. With the
assumptions above, however, the only vector satisfying all
the constraints is v = 0, hence leading to a contradiction.
Remark 3: In terms of proving convergence of the control
law in Section IV-B, the assumptions of Proposition 2 are
conservative. For instance, one could reduce the number
of agents tracking static features (e.g., only three agents
tracking three features each, in the case of 2-D formations)
by assuming that the formation is rigid. However, in this paper
we use simpler assumptions to simplify the presentation.
IV. FORMATION CONTROL FOR DOUBLE INTEGRATORS
We now consider an extension of the control strategy
presented in [35] to the case where each agent is governed
by a second-order integrator model. At a high level, we will
obtain our new controller by augmenting the previous law
with new terms containing the measurement derivatives y˙.
We assume that each agent i ∈ Va is governed by a linear
dynamical model specified as
x¨i = −λ0x˙i + ui (12)
where λ0 ≥ 0 is a (possibly small or zero) damping coefficient
(due, for instance, to natural viscous drag). In vector form,
the model can be written as
x¨a = −λ0x˙a + u (13)
A. The control law
The control law in [35] is based on the gradient of a
function ϕ(xa) defined as
ϕ(xa) = αb
∑
(i,j)∈Eb
dijfb(β
?
ij
Tβij)+αd
∑
(i,j)∈Ed
fd(dijβ
?
ij
Tβij−d?ij),
(14)
where αb, αd > 0 weight the relative contributions of bearing
and distance measurements, and fb(·), fd(·) are chosen such
that the artificial potential ϕ(xa) has a minimum if and only
if ybd(x) = y?bd (see [35] for details).
While the controller for first-order integrators in [35] was
u = − gradϕ, in this paper we propose to lift this controller:
u = −kp gradϕ− kvRTy˙
= −kp gradϕ− kvRbTy˙b − kvRdTy˙d − kvRfTy˙f , (15)
where kp, kv > 0 are two tuning gains.
Remark 4: As previously anticipated, the terms involving
y˙bdf can be intuitively interpreted as artificial damping terms
based on the measurements available to the agents. Since
we are considering second-order systems, it is intuitively
necessary to have sufficient damping in the controlled
system in order to avoid large overshoots in the closed-loop
trajectories. If the term λ0 in (13) is naturally high (e.g., for
a ground vehicle), or can be controlled, then these terms are
not strictly necessary (i.e., kv can be set to zero). However,
in some cases (e.g., for aerial platforms), λ0 can be very
low, and x˙a can be hard to measure or estimate; then, the
artificial damping becomes necessary (this is also shown in
the simulations of Section V).
Note that our control law is distributed, in the sense that
each node can compute its own component through a single
round of communication with its neighbors, thanks to the
following properties:
[RTb y˙b]i;n =
∑
j:(i,j)∈Eb
(β˙ij − β˙ji), (16)
[RTd y˙d]i;n =
∑
j:(i,j)∈Ed
q˙ij(βg,ij − βg,ji), (17)
[RTf y˙f ]i;n =
∑
j:(i,j)∈Ef
β˙ij . (18)
These properties can be easily verified by considering the
structure of Rb and Rd in (8)–(9), and the fact that (I −
βijβ
T
ij)β˙ij = β˙ij , since βij has norm one and β˙
T
ijβij = 0.
Intuitively, since we do not have direct access to x˙, the
controller uses the differences of the apparent bearing and
range velocities as a proxy.
Remark 5: As written, our control law could become un-
bounded when two vertices i, j ∈ Vaf become infinitely close.
For ease of presentation, we initially carry out our analysis
with the implicit assumption that the distance between two
neighboring vertices is always bounded below (so that the
control law is always well defined). This assumption is
removed in Section IV-C by eliminating the contribution
of terms in which the magnitude of the derivatives of the
measurements are higher than a user-defined threshold.
Substituting (6) in the control law (15), and writing the
closed loop system (13) as a first order system, we have
x˙a = va
v˙a = −kp gradϕ(xa)− kvMva,
(19)
where
M = λ0I +R
TD−1R. (20)
Lemma 2: The matrix M is always positive semi-definite,
and positive definite if λ0 > 0, or if D has strictly positive
diagonal entries and R is full rank.
Proof: Since D−1 is diagonal with strictly positive
entries, the same is true for its square root S = D−
1
2 . Hence
RTD−1R = (SR)TSR, (21)
showing that
xTMx = λ0‖x‖2 + ‖SRx‖2 ≥ 0 ∀x ∈ Rd. (22)
Hence, by definition, M is positive semi-definite. If R is full
rank, so are SR and RTD−1R (notice that D−1 has always
a strictly positive diagonal). Hence, when λ0 > 0, or D has
strictly positive entries and R is full rank, the inequality in
(22) becomes strict, and M is positive definite.
Intuitively, the matrix M represents a generalized damping
coefficient which is a matrix (instead of a scalar), and that
depends on x. By combining Proposition 2 with Lemma 2,
we see that M is full rank if either the agents possess some
natural damping (λ0 > 0), or if they track static features.
Remark 6: It is possible to introduce time-varying gains
dˆij ∈ R that multiply the contribution of each (i, j) ∈ E.
These gain could represent (imprecise) estimates of the
unknown distances dij (obtained, for instance, through Simul-
taneous Localization and Mapping [10] or Visual Odometry
[27]), and would improve the practical performance of our
controller. The convergence analysis carried out above would
still hold with only minor modifications; in fact, dˆij could
also be any positive definite matrix in Rn×n. In this paper,
however, we omit this extension for ease of presentation.
B. Stability
This section identifies conditions that guarantee that the
closed loop system (19) stabilizes toward the set of desired
formations.
Proposition 3: Assume the formation framework F is
rigid, that the functions fb, fd in the artificial potential ϕ
satisfy the conditions of Definitions 1 and 2 in [35], and that
the matrix M defined in (20) is full rank along the trajectories
of the closed loop system (19). Then, the set of equilibria
S? is given by
• S? = {v,x ∈ RNn : v = 0,x is similar to x∗} for
pure bearing formations,
• S? = {v,x ∈ Rn : v = 0,x is congruent to x?} for
bearing+distance formations,
and every trajectory asymptotically converges to the set S?.
Moreover, if the input u is bounded, then the closed loop
trajectory xa(t) is of class C1.
Proof: The equilibrium conditions for (19) are v = 0
and gradϕ(x) = 0. Together with the results of [35] on the
minimizers of ϕ, these conditions imply the claims on the
set S∗. Next, define the following Lyapunov function:
V (x,v) = kpϕ(x) +
1
2
‖v‖2, (23)
where kp > 0 is the same gain used in the controller. This
function can be interpreted as the sum of the artificial potential
energy ϕ and the kinetic energy in the system.
Taking the derivative we have
V˙ (x,v) = kp gradϕ(x)
Tv + vTv˙ = −kvvTMv, (24)
since the terms containing gradϕ cancels out exactly.
Since M is assumed to be full rank, we have V˙ < 0 unless
v = x˙ = 0, for which V˙ = 0. Using LaSalle’s invariance
principle, the last claim of the proposition follows.
The final claim follows from the double-integrator structure
of the closed loop system (19).
Remark 7: The proof above still holds even if M is
discontinuous along the trajectories of the system, as long as
it is always well defined and full rank at every time instant.
Remark 8: If M is not full rank (e.g., if λ0 = 0 and
static features are not used in a pure bearing formation),
then velocities v ∈ null(M) = null(R) provide additional
trajectories that are in the invariant set given by V (xa) = 0.
In particular, this is true for v’s that correspond to translations
of the centroid of the formation. However, one can easily
show that, if v(0) = 0, then the centroid of the formation
remains constant (this is because common translation vectors
are in null(M), and the gradient of φ does not change the
centroid, see [35]).
C. Measurement thresholding
An issue that can arise in practice is that the control in
(15) might grow unbounded when the distance between two
agents is close to zero (due to the inverse distances in y˙). To
avoid the instabilities that this might cause, we simply remove
the contribution of a measurement when its corresponding
measurement is too close to zero. In particular, we substitute
(25)–(27) with the following:
[RTb y˙b]i;n =
∑
j:(i,j)∈Eb
κσb(β˙ij − β˙ji), (25)
[RTd y˙d]i;n =
∑
j:(i,j)∈Ed
κσd(q˙ij)(βg,ij − βg,ji), (26)
[RTf y˙f ]i;n =
∑
j:(i,j)∈Ef
κσf (β˙ij). (27)
where σb, σd, σf are user-defined thresholds and the operator
κσ is defined as
κσ(x) =
{
x if ‖x‖ < σ,
0 otherwise.
(28)
The convergence proof above holds also for this modified
control law, as long as M remains full rank at every instant
(i.e., there are enough tracked features that are far enough,
compare also Remark 7).
V. SIMULATIONS
In this section we report a few simulations illustrating
the major aspects of our control law. We use a network of
7 nodes in 2-D arranged in a circle, and with each agent
connected to the next two agents (except agents 6 and 7,
which are connected to only one and no successive agents,
respectively).
We first test the case of a pure bearing formation with no
external tracked features (Figure 1a). The formation converges
to the correct shape thanks to the damping provided by
the bearing measurements; however, since the set S? is
unbounded and there is no damping provided in the scaling
mode of the formation, the trajectories of the agents diverge.
We repeat the same setting, while adding one distance
measurement between nodes 3 and 4 (Figure 1b). The
formation now converges to the correct shape and scale,
thanks to the derivatives of the single distance measurement.
However, the trajectories present a large overshoot, due to
the insufficient damping.
In Figures 1c and 1d we repeat the same setups as above,
but this time each node tracks four features placed in a square.
The agents do not know the location of the features, nor
their distances, but only the derivatives of the corresponding
bearing measurements. This information is enough to solve
divergence and overshoot in scale of the previous cases.
To evaluate the effect of the distance between agents and
static features, we repeat the last simulation, but after scaling
the position of the features so that they are farther away from
the agents (but keeping the gains the same, Figure 2). As one
can notice, the trajectory overshoot reappears, although not
as severe as the case where no features were used. Intuitively,
this can be explained because, when the features are far, the
eigenvalues of M are closer to zero, slowing down the rate
of decrease of the Lyapunov function V . This suggests that,
for good practical performance, there should be always a few
tracked features nearby each agent.
Finally, we show that our approach can work for formations
in 3-D without any modification. For this example we use
11 agents arranged in a “crystal” shape, with four features
on a “ground” plane (Figure 3).
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We introduced a novel control law for pure bearing and
bearing+distance formations and agents with double-integrator
dynamics. The main innovation is the use of measurements
with respect to static features in the environment to provide
sufficient damping and ensure stability with a satisfactory
behavior of the formation. Our control law does not require
knowing the position of the static features; as such, it
is complementary with other approached based on a 3-D
reconstruction of the environment [37]. In fact, the distances
between agents and features are observable for general
motions [28], and if estimates of these quantities were
available, they could be immediately incorporated in the
control law (see Remark 6) with the same stability guarantees
(and possibly better practical behavior). Our future work
will explore these ideas, and also analyze more deeply the
theoretical convergence guarantees of our method.
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Fig. 1: Simulation results. Grey lines: agent trajectories.
Crosses: initial agent positions. Blue circles and lines: desired
formation. Red circles and lines: formation at convergence.
Black diamonds: features (all nodes track all features). Thick
lines: distance measurements.
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